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abundance Plentifulness of the good things of life; prosperity.
Estimates of the abundance of harp seals.

affluent An affluent person a person who is financially well off.
The so called emerging affluents.

appreciably To an appreciable extent; considerably.
Profits have grown appreciably over the last four years.

bevy A large gathering of people of a particular type.
He was surrounded by a bevy of beauties in bathing attire.

bounty Something given or occurring in generous amounts.
There was an increased bounty on his head.

considerably To a great extent or degree.
Things have improved considerably over the last few years.

countless Too numerous to be counted.
She d apologized countless times before.

enough An adequate quantity a quantity that is large enough to achieve a purpose.
Enough food.

fairly To a moderately high degree.
He fairly snarled at her.

galore Existing in abundance.
Whiskey galore.

greatly By a considerable amount; very much.
They now have greatly increased powers.

highly To a high degree or extent; favorably or with much respect.
His colleagues think very highly of him.

incalculable Not capable of being computed or enumerated.
An archive of incalculable value.
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innumerable Too many to be counted (often used hyperbolically.
Innumerable difficulties.

lot Divide into lots as of land for example.
Eventually the lot fell on the King s daughter.

many The majority of people.
A good many.

moderately To a moderately sufficient extent or degree.
The event was moderately successful.

multiplicity The property of being multiple.
The demand for higher education depends on a multiplicity of factors.

myriad Too numerous to be counted.
He gazed at the myriad lights of the city.

numberless Too numerous to be counted.
There are numberless questions to be asked.

outnumber Be more numerous than.
Women outnumbered men by three to one.

plentiful Affording an abundant supply.
Food is plentiful.

plenty A full supply.
There was plenty of food for everyone.

pretty Make pretty or attractive.
He led me a pretty dance.

profusion An abundance or large quantity of something.
The profusion of detail.

quite Actually or truly or to an extreme.
Quite soon.

reasonably Inexpensively.
Acted quite reasonably.

richness The property of a sensation that is rich and pleasing.
Tropical gardens with an enormous richness of flora and fauna.

substantially In a strong substantial way.
Profits grew substantially.

untold Too much to be measured.
Untold suffering.
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